
THE TASTING PANEL
Every beer club has done a can box, but we’re pretty sure ours is the best 
one that’s ever been conceived. Now we’ve hyped it we’ll let the beer do 

the talking.

Vibrant Forest Kaleidoscope
We were incredibly fortunate to get our hands on some of Vibrant Forest’s first ever 
canning run, not just because of its limited quantity but because these guys have 
been quietly making some of the most delicious pale ales in the country. The beers 
remind us of Kernel – saturated with hop oils to the point of turbidity. On the nose this 
beer is as heady as beer can be, a pulp of tropical fruits and tangy pithiness.

Lervig Hazy Days
The next logical step for one of Europe’s best New England-style pale beer producers, 
Lervig Hazy Days is a session version of the big soft fruit IPAs they’ve been smashing 
out. Dry-hopped with the same regime as the awesome Perler For Svin, the Azacca 
really dominates with loads of overripe mango, before the body is surprisingly light 
and zingy and the finish smooth and quick. It’s the perfect summer park beer.

Fourpure Juicebox
Along with Shapeshifter, Juicebox is now head and soulders about the rest of 
Fourpure’s beers. Made with mountains of citra and backed up by massive amounts 
of citrus peel it’s pithy, zingy and grapefruity with just enough sweetness to balance 
it out. Juicebox is a beautiful, moreish beer that deserves all the praise that’s been 
heaped on it. It’s been such a hit for the brewery they even took it on tour around the 
country, though the words “any excuse” do come to mind.

Northern Monk/Ale Farm Saesoner
One of our highlights from the recent Edinburgh Craft Beer Festival, this collaboration 
beer between Northern Monk and Denmark’s Ale Farm Brewing is a thoroughly 
modern take on a saison. You get lots of spicy saison character but it’s clean and 
funkless. Instead, the excitement comes from the double dry-hopping of Citra, Mosaic 
& Galaxy which add loads of soft stone fruit and perceived sweetness to make for a 
full-bodied, ultra-fruity but eventually dry and quenching saison.

Magic Rock Inhaler
Easily our favourite core beer from Magic Rock, Inhaler is ‘juicy pale ale” that really 
lives up to its billing. The extra pale malt body adds next to no aroma or flavour, 
leaving the hops to really sing with grapefruit, mango juice and orange peel making it 
smell like a much bigger beer. On the palate it has that zingy lemon and barley note 
before a big fruity finish washes over you. A perfect summer sipper for hop lovers.



Tiny Rebel Cwtch
We cant believe this hasn’t been in the club before, but according to our records 
we haven’t sent this Champion Beer of Britain out to you! So here it is, in all its 
technicolour Welsh glory. This is a stunner of a beer, loaded with flavour at just  4.6%. 
The speciality malts add lots of caramel, earth and toast to the body, but sneaking 
through those traditional flavours are juicy notes from the American hops – a little 
grapefruit and fleshy tropical fruits that create the effect of grilled pineapple. A 
deliciously drinkable and balanced red ale.

Crate Passion Fruit & Hibiscus Sour
In the last 18 months or so Crate Brewery has gone from a decent enough brewpub 
on the canal to making some of the most delicious beer in London. Granted, not all 
the beers have been hits, but a new swagger and penchant for experimentation has 
mede everything they brew worth tasting and we loved this kettle sour beer, made 
with passion fruit and hibiscus – it has a creamy fruit-yoghurt character but also a 
much lighter, grainier note with lots of sharp berry flavour from the hibiscus. 

Wild Beer Bibble
Down in Somerset, bibble means to drink regularly, and that’s exactly what Bibble 
was designed for. It’s a light, zingy pale ale made with tropical juice bringer Mosaic 
and orangey Amarillo. The fruitiness from the hops is accentuated by the use of 
Vienna malts and wheat, which pack out the body of this session beer to make it both 
refreshing and satisfying.

Gun Brewery Scaramanga
One of our favourite pale ales on cask, Scaramanga is an extra pale beer from a 
farmhouse brewery way out in the sticks of East Sussex. Designed to be drunk in...
shall we say volume?... it has a smooth light malt body to let the hops do their thing. 
Drunk fresh those hops really come to life, with lots of tropical pineapple notes as 
well as melon, grapefruit and a little pine.

Stone IPA
One of the beers that started the world’s obsession with hops and IPAs, Stone IPA 
is legend among brewers and drinkers and has held up against its rivals incredibly 
well. It has that slightly sweet malt base that West Coast IPAs generally have, and 
that combines with the hops to create a crystalised pineapple note on top of the 
citrus peel, pine and resin already there. It’s a big, bold and bitter beer that stands up 
against the best in the world, decades on.


